PROJECT PROFILE: PIPE REHABILITATION
IPLUS® COMPOSITE

TELLURIDE AIRPORT DRAINAGE LINING
CIPP diameter transition project
Overview
In October 2017, Insituform completed an almost impossible
project under the runway at the Telluride Regional Airport in
Colorado. Working at an airport is a challenging task due to
restricted areas, access and scheduling. However, this project
presented a variety of additional challenges to the installation
crew.
Since the project would be the client’s first CIPP project, every
effort was made to ensure it would go smoothly. Insituform
worked on the design phase of the project with Kimley Horn, the
consulting engineer on the project, for more than two years.
The project was hard bid with stringent experience requirements
and alternates to the lining. There were initially no bidders. Due
to the lack of bidders, the consultant put the next bid out for
a construction manager at risk (CMAR) to ensure the project
would have a prime contractor and, if funding allowed, that a
CIPP (cured-in-place pipe) or lining contractor would be chosen
post-award.
The major complexity of the project came not only from the
location but the demographics of the pipe itself. The pipe in
question, a storm line, was originally called out as a 36-inch
diameter line with a couple of bends and pipe-type transition
from concrete to HDPE from a repair. However, once the pipe
was fully inspected and repaired for infiltration, it was found that
there were additional repairs that had reduced the pipe from
36 inches to 30 inches in more than one place. Other unique
factors in the host pipe included 22- and 32-degree bends, no
intermediate access of the pipe, depth ranges from 50-ft deep to
over 100-ft deep and a 155-ft fall along the 1400-ft line.
A traditional CIPP installation with water inversion would
have been ideal for the project, except for the fall in the line.
Insituform determined that its iPlus® Composite CIPP product
installed using air-inversion steam-cure would be the best
possible solution. iPlus® Composite CIPP is a fiber-reinforced
CIPP product ideal for medium- to large-diameter pipelines
where weight and CIPP thickness can be an issue. The fiber
reinforcement gives the product more strength and allows for a
thinner CIPP wall, which requires less resin and weighs less for
transport to the jobsite.

Pipeline Details and Project Summary
Project:

Telluride Airport Runway Rehabilitation

Client:

Telluride Airport

Location:

San Miguel County, Colorado

Length:

1,204 LF

Diameter:

30- to 36-inch transition

The composite CIPP was installed successfully with the
transitions in tube and all in one install over the entire length
of the storm drain. This was a very risky project to take on at
an airport under a runway. The Insituform team successfully
completed the project, resulting in a satisfied owner and
exceptional end product.
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Depth - 56.5 ft

Tube Diameter Transition
30 inches

30 inches

36 inches
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